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Abstract

The current study investigates the relationship between
perceived syllable prominence and the F0 contour in terms
of the parameters of a linguistically motivated model of
German intonation based on the Fujisaki formula. A
subcorpus of the Bonn Prosodic Database was analyzed
using the F0  model, and normalized log syllable durations
were calculated. Analysis shows that, for accented syllables,
prominences strongly correlate with the amplitude Aa of
accent commands underlying the F0 movements in these
syllables, whereas comparable F0 movements in unaccented
syllables have little effect on prominence. The influence of
Aa versus syllable duration on prominence is greater in
higher prominence classes. The fact that the F0 movement
does not necessarily take place in the accented syllable
proper, indicates that the prominence judgment is partly
guided by linguistic considerations. The results also show
that F0 modeling in TTS needs to be especially accurate in
accented syllables which supports the main rationale of the
F0 model.

1. Introduction

It is an undisputed fact that the naturalness of
synthesized speech strongly depends on its prosody. Still the
mechanisms and relative contributions of prosodic features
are far from being fully understood.

One important function of prosody is the highlighting of
linguistic units. Investigations show that the perceived
prominence of these units can be regarded as a gradual
parameter. It is suited for describing the emphasis assigned
to linguistic units in relation to their environment.

This paper focuses on the relationship between the
perceived prominence of a syllable and two important
prosodic features assigned to the syllable. These features are
(1) the interval of a major F0 transition connected to the
syllable1, as yielded by parametrising the F0 contour with a
quantitative model, (2) normalized log syllable durations.

                                                          
1 i.e. a rise and/or fall during the syllable proper or in the
preceding or following one.

1.1. Prosodic features examined in this study

Earlier work by Mixdorff was dedicated to a model of
German intonation which uses the well-known quantitative
Fujisaki formula [1] for parametrising F0 contours, the
Mixdorff-Fujisaki Model of German Intonation (short
MFGI, [2]). The model has been shown to be capable of
producing close approximations to a given contour from two
kinds of input commands: phrase commands (impulses) and
accent commands (stepwise functions). A major attraction of
the Fujisaki formula is the physiological interpretation which
it offers for connecting F0 movements with the activity of
intrinsic larynx muscles [3].

In the framework of MFGI, following the works by
,VDþHQNR 	 6FKlGOLFK [4] and Stock & Zacharias [5], a given
F0 contour is described as a sequence of linguistically
motivated tone switches, major rises and falls, which are
modelled by onsets and offsets of accent commands
connected to accented syllables, or by so-called boundary
tones before prosodic boundaries. Hence the interval of a
tone switch readily relates to the accent command amplitude
Aa assigned to it. Tone switches constitute functionally
distinct intonational elements, so-called 'intonemes'. In the
scope of this study, we concentrate on the classes N↑
intoneme ('non-terminal intoneme' at phrase-medial accents,
rising tone switch), and I↓  intoneme ('information intoneme'
at declarative-final accents, falling tone switch).

1.2. Prominence of syllables

The notion of prominence that we follow is based on
Fant. and Kruckenberg [6]. Three labelers had to judge the
degree of prominence on the syllable level relative to the
surrounding syllables on a scale from 0 to 31. Between
subjects, the labeled prominences correlate strongly (rho >
0.8; [7]).

Earlier investigations show that the relation between
prominence ratings and syllable duration, as well as F0
peaks, described by parameters of a maximum based
description of F0 contours [8], are linear. However,
prominence is also related to linguistic features (i.e. word
class, position in a phrase, and focus). Furthermore,
perceived prominence is reliably predicted from linguistic
features, as well as from acoustic features [9].

Thus perceived prominence can be regarded as a gradual
parameter integrating linguistic features and acoustic
parameters.
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Since the Fujisaki model is inherently production-based,
one major issue in this study is to establish the relationship
between the amplitude parameter Aa and the perceived
prominence of a syllable. Furthermore the implicit claim
underlying MFGI that not all parts of the F0 contour are
'equally important' is investigated. If the claim is correct,
linguistically motivated F0 transitions, i.e. tone switches,
should strongly contribute to the perceived prominence of a
syllable, whereas so-called 'pitch-interrupters' (,VDþHQNR�� F0
transitions at non-accent syllables, should not.

2. Speech Material and Method of Analysis

The speech material was taken from the Bonn Prosodic
Database (BPD, [10]). The BPD contains read speech of
three German speakers. The subset is composed of isolated
sentences, question-answer pairs, and short stories of one
female speaker, and contains a total of 3401 syllables. Every
syllable is assigned information about its position and its
number in higher-level units (i.e. content words bearing
lexical stress), its nucleus, as well as the number of phones it
consists of.

The syllables are annotated with their word class and
lexical word stress, as well as their prominence scaled from 0
to 31, as judged by three phoneticians. The prominence of a
syllable is taken to be the median of the judgments.

Log syllable durations were computed from phone labels
in the BPD and normalized to their phone count and the
property of the nuclear vowel, being either schwa or non-
schwa, the most important intrinsic features as shown in
[11].

F0 contours were extracted at intervals of 10 ms, and the
Fujisaki parameters determined using an automatic

 multi-stage approach [11]. All parameter sets were then
checked visually as well as auditorily and errors corrected.

Tone switches were assigned to syllables by evaluating
the timing of accent commands with respect to syllabic
boundaries. In the case of potentially accented syllables (i.e.
word accent syllables of content words) also the preceding
and the following syllable were taken into account.

3. Results of Analysis

Figure 1 shows an example of analysis from the database
displaying the utterance "Ist das die einzige Möglichkeit? -
Ja, so ist es."-"Is this the only possibility? - Yes, it is." The
figure displays from top to bottom: the speech waveform, the
extracted and model-generated F0 contours, the duration
contour in terms of the syllabic z-score drawn as horizontal
lines of the length of the respective syllable, the SAMPA
transcription of the utterance, the underlying phrase and
accent commands and the median perceived prominence. It
can be seen that syllables with the highest prominence are
accented syllables connected to tone switches (rising on
[Ist], [aIn] and [m2:k], falling on [ja:] and [Ist]). High
prominence is assigned to an accented syllable, even if the
F0 movement starts late in the syllable as in [m2:k] or in the
following syllable as in [aIN].

A boundary tone can be observed on the syllable [keit]
whose interval corresponds to the amplitude difference
between the 3rd and 4th accent command in the utterance.
Pre-boundary syllables, such as [kaIt] and [Es] exhibit
relatively long syllable durations compared with accented or
even unaccented syllables. [ja:] is a case of a syllable that is
both accented and in a pre-boundary location, showing high
prominence, high Aa as well as long duration.

Figure 1: Example of of analysis from the database. Utterance: "Ist das die einzige Möglichkeit? - Ja, so ist es."-"Is this the only
possibility? - Yes, it is." From top to bottom: speech waveform, extracted and model-generated F0 contours, duration contour
(syllabic z-score), SAMPA transcription, underlying phrase and accent commands and median perceived prominence.
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Figure 2: Mean accent commands amplitude (Aa) and
normalized log syllable duration (NSYLDUR) depending on
grouped prominence values.

3.1. Perceived prominence and acoustic parameters

Perceived prominences are evaluated in relation to the
acoustic parameters Aa and normalized log syllable duration
(nsyldur). The correlation over all syllables (rang correlation
coefficient !) is about 0.5 for Aa �. ����� Q  ����� DQG

about 0.4 for nsyldur �.����� Q  ������
These relatively low values may be explained by other

influences such as phrase-final lengthening and boundary
tones. If we only include syllables with lexical word accent,
the correlation between prominence values and Aa �!  ����

.����� Q  ����� DV ZHOO DV nsyldur �!  ���� .����� Q  

2043) increases. However, Aa is mostly related to higher
prominence values (>15). In contrast to Aa, nsyldur
correlates more strongly with lower prominence values
(<16). Hence, weak perceived prominence grading is
associated with duration and strong perceived prominence is
mostly related to F0 movements.

The relationship between perceived prominence and the
two acoustic parameters can be regarded as nearly linear.
This becomes more obvious when the prominence values are
grouped (Figure 2).

3.2. Perceived prominence and tone switches

In this section we examine whether the linguistic notion
of tone switches is reflected by prominence values.
Prominence values and acoustic parameters of the
linguistically motivated tone switches (I↓  intonemes and N↑
intonemes) are compared with the values of non-linguistic
F0 movements, i.e. rising and falling pitch interrupters (c.f.
Figure 3 and Figure 4).

The comparison of falling pitch interrupters (n = 294)
with I↓  intonemes (n = 395) yields significant differences
with respect to their mean prominence values (mean_P-
interrupter = 10.9, mean_ I↓  ����� W  ������ GI  ������ .

< 0.01) and their acoustic values (Aa: mean_P-interrupter =
0.35, mean_ I↓  ����� W  ����� GI  ���� . � ����� nsyldur:
mean_P-interrupter = 0.22, mean_ I↓  = 0.58, t = 4.768, df =
������� . � ������ ,↓  intonemes more strongly contribute to
prominence than falling pitch interrupters. Comparable
results are also found for the N↑  intonemes (n = 422) and
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Figure 3: Mean prominence of tone switches (information
intoneme (I↓), non-terminal intoneme (N↑)) and pitch
interrupters (falling (↓P) and rising pitch interrupter (↑P)).

rising pitch interrupters (n = 272). N↑  intonemes are
associated with stronger prominence than not linguistically
motivated F0 rises (mean_ N↑  = 19.8, mean_P-interrupter =
����� W  ������ GI  ������� . � ������ +RZHYHU� QR

significant differences are established for nsyldur.

Furthermore the results show that the average
prominence value in N↑  intonemes is lower than in I↓
intonemes. The significant difference between the
SURPLQHQFH YDOXHV �W  ������ GI  ������� . � ����� LV DOVR

reflected by the acoustic parameters Aa (mean_ N↑  = 0.37,
mean_ I↓  ����� W  ������ GI  ������� . � ����� DQG

nsyldur (mean_ N↑  = 0.30, mean_ I↓  = 0.58, t = -4.96, df =
������� . � ������
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Figure 4: Mean Aa and normalized log syllable duration
(NSYLDUR) depending on tone switches (information
intoneme (I↓), non-terminal intoneme (N↑)) and pitch
interrupters (falling (↓P) and rising pitch interrupter (↑P)).
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Detailed analysis shows that prominences correlate with
the timing of the accent command with respect to the
syllable. Accented syllables of I↓  intonemes with an accent
command on- and offset in the syllable proper are perceived
more prominent (mean = 23.5, n = 135) than those with
command on- and offset in the preceding (mean = 21.5, n =
��� W  ����� GI  ���� . � ������ +HQFH WKH SRVLWLRQ RI WKH

accent command with regard to the accented syllable
influences prominence ratings. This result also indicates that,
although the F0 movement takes place in an unaccented
syllable, the perceived prominence is assigned to the
following accented syllable. In contrast, for N↑  intonemes,
at least in our data, prominence judgments are not
significantly affected by the timing of the accent command.

In conclusion, the comparison between prominence values
assigned to different classes of F0 transitions indicates that
prominence ratings reflect a linguistically motivated
association and interpretation of F0 movements.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

Our results show that, for accented syllables,
prominences strongly correlate with the amplitude Aa of
accent commands underlying the F0 movements in these
syllables, whereas comparable F0 movements in unaccented
syllables have little effect on prominence.
  Comparison between the influences of Aa and syllable
duration on prominence shows a greater contribution of F0
in higher prominence levels.

The fact that the F0 movement does not necessarily take
place in the accented syllable proper, indicates that the
prominence judgment is partly guided by linguistic
considerations. These findings are in accordance with those
of earlier studies of prominence.

As we saw, the accent command amplitude parameter Aa
of the production-based Fujisaki model is a very strong
correlate of perceived prominence wherever F0 movements
can be motivated linguistically. We may tentatively interpret
this relationship as follows: While Aa - inter alia - reflects
the 'relative importance' of accented constituent words in an
utterance as intended by the speaker, prominence reflects the
'performance structure' of the utterance as perceived by the
listener.

In the context of TTS our results indicate that F0
modeling needs to be especially accurate in accented
syllables which supports the main rationale of the F0 model.

Future work should be dedicated to more closely
controlled perception experiments evaluating prominence
ratings on stimuli which are resynthesized with modeled F0
contours. Especially the influence of accent command timing
on prominence needs to be examined in more detail.
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